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„Saboom“ – Porn 2.0 puts an end to boring adult movies 

"Saboom – interactive porn" is the new erotic revolution and ushers a new era of porn 2.0 in 

the crisis-ridden adult entertainment industry.

The porn industry is desperately struggling for 

survival and this is not least due to the many illegal 

Filesharing Providers, 1 Click Hosting Services and 

the countless Erotic Tube Websites. To fight this 

downtrend, spectacular innovations are needed. 

That´s why the erotic brand entertainment provider Joyfactor 

porn" and rises in times of crisis like the phoenix from the ashes!

Saboom is interacive and enables its users a brand new erotic experience. At last users have 

the chance to enjoy their personal erotic experiences with just 

decisions und fulfill their erotic fantasies. Saboom presents special shows, which represent the 

framework for the new erotic experiences. Passive Entertainment is once and for all done, 

because the user becomes an active creato

Shows.  

At Saboom the users come first. The users can not only enjoy special Saboom shows, but also 

a great community, in which they can exchange their experiences. The users can post their 

ideas for future shows at any time and have an strong impact on Saboom and their own 

experiences by that.  

Christoph Pass, CEO and innovator of Saboom: "We want to realize our customers dreams 

and present them a active experience. After more than 12 years of classic Adult Vid

Entertainment with content which is made of the visions of a few producers, we are very 

proud to lift the experiences of our users with this interacive shows of saboom to a whole new 

level.  
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